Prosodic Correlates of Discourse Structure and Emotion in Discourse Markers that Preface Announcements of News
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Abstract

Discourse markers serve important structuring functions such as concluding a contribution or resuming a topic. We address whether, along with their role in structuring discourse, discourse markers carry prosodic cues to the emotional valence of upcoming news, perhaps to prepare the listener’s emotional reaction. Specifically, we explored the realization of French voilà donc (yeah so) when occurring between an announcement of news and its preface: Je vous appelle au sujet de votre chat qui était malade [preface], voilà donc [discourse marker] il est désormais guéri [announcement] (“I’m calling about your sick cat, yeah so he’s now cured”). We recorded 15 speakers reading voicemail messages announcing negative, positive or neutral (e.g., factual) news. We found that the intonation patterns produced with voilà donc correspond to its discursive functions, in line with existing findings, though the choice of pattern did not depend on the emotional valence of the news. Valence was, however, associated with phonetic variation, in that high f0 targets were higher for positive and neutral valence and pitch range was larger for positive valence. This finding suggests that phonetic variation projects the emotional valence of upcoming news even though discourse function primarily determines the choice of intonation pattern.
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1. Introduction

During conversational interactions, listeners may have the impression that the speaker’s voice betrays whether they are about to say something positive or negative. This impression is the consequence of projection. Projection is the fact that “an individual action or part of it foreshadows another” [1]. Projection allows participants in a conversation to collaborate gradually towards a successful interaction, thanks to the display of a conversational trajectory [2].

A specific type of projection is the preface: “It’s about your camera” could prefence the negative news “it’s broken”, or the positive news “I found it”. Prefaces are useful especially in the case of negative news announcements, as this type of action is commonly considered a “dispreferred action” which could be rejected or badly received by the listener. Hence, using a preface may help to mitigate the telling of the negative news and to avoid a potential failure of the interaction [3]. Speakers may use prosody to signal in advance of upcoming emotional information [4]. In [4], an acoustic experiment tested whether speakers use prosody in prefences (“We have had interviews last week”) to signal the valence of upcoming news (“and I would like to inform you that we want to offer you the job”). The announcements were produced as if left on an answering machine. Prefaces to announcements of negative news were characterized by a lower f0 range, lower f0 maximum and faster articulation rate than prefces to announcements of positive news. These results are in line with previous literature on the vocal expression of emotions, which reported lower f0 means, f0 maxima, and smaller pitch range for negative emotions with low arousal (such as sadness) than for positive emotions with high arousal (such as happiness) [5]. A limitation of the studies reported in [4] and [5] is the fact that they are primarily based on global phonetic measurements, while it is still unclear to what extent phonological aspects of intonation in prefences can be used to signal the valence of upcoming news [6].

In conversational interactions, speakers may add discourse markers (like ‘yeah’, ‘so’ or ‘well’) to signal other information: “it’s about your camera, yeah so, it’s broken”. They are used to build the coherence of the discourse [7][8][9] and, as such, they help to manage conversation by signaling the transition from one topic to another. Transitions can have a conclusive or resuming purpose, for example.

Our study focuses on two French discourse markers: voilà and donc when placed immediately before an announcement. In a corpus-based study, [10] found that when signaling topic conclusion, voilà is often produced with a falling f0. When signaling a strong topic conclusion (i.e., the speaker emphasizes the change to a new topic), voilà is characterized by a “bell-shaped” f0 pattern (whose phonology will be discussed further along). A third function of voilà is persuasion, where the speaker wants to convince the listener to agree. Authors found it to be linked to an f0 rise. The discourse marker donc (“so”, “consequently”) is associated with similar functions [11]. When used as a conclusive, it tends to be realized with a flat contour. Another study [12] focusing on voilà accounts for the use of “voilà donc” used in a row. It determined that voilà functions also to manage the organization of a sequence of actions, namely it marks the transition between the end of the first one and the beginning of the second. When paired with donc, voilà still highlights the upcoming sequence, while donc performs the action of transition. For both voilà and donc, it is not clear to what extent the projection of valence in upcoming news might affect these discursive functions and/or influence their prosody. Our study aims at assessing how the phonological and phonetic prosodic characteristics of voilà and donc depend on whether they precede the announcement of negative, positive, or neutral news. In a laboratory-recorded corpus of news announcements, we observed the realization of voilà and donc when combined into a larger two-part discourse marker. Based on [10], we hypothesize that speakers will more often use a bell-shaped pattern to signal emotional involvement on the matter discussed, i.e., when about to deliver emotional information (negative or positive news) compared to neutral news (i.e. “it’s on the table”). A falling tonal pattern is expected when voilà
donc has a conclusive function, and its presence should be independent of the valence of the upcoming news.

Figure 1: Schematic contour of the basic French tonal pattern

For the analysis of intonational phonology, our study follows the model for French developed in [13][14][15] and based on Autosegmental Theory. They characterize the basic underlying tonal pattern as the series of tones /LHiLH*/ (fig.1) which are associated with an Acccentual Phrase (AP). The LH is a bitonal phrase accent marking the left edge of the AP and its realization depends on many factors such as the length of the accentual phrase or the speaking rate. Its L tone is associated to the left edge of the first syllable of the first content word in the AP while Hi is more variable as it can be realized in either of the first two syllables. The LH* is considered an obligatory pitch accent. The L tone is realized in either of the two last syllables of the AP, and the H* tone is associated to the right edge of the AP. This basic underlying pattern can be effectively realized in various ways: LLH* (without Hi) or LH* (without LH), HiLH* (without the initial L). Patterns ending with H* are the default but [14] assessed that when the H* part of the pitch accent cannot be realized due to following constraints, it is realized as L*, resulting in a LHiL* pattern. Thus, we assume the following patterns to be the transcriptions of the shapes described by [10]: HiL* (the falling pattern for topic conclusion), LHiL* (the bell-shaped pattern for stronger topic conclusion) and LH* (the rising pattern for persuasion). In our transcription, the marking of low tones differentiates between L1, the phrase-initial tone, and L2 the tone that precedes H*. The high target Hi of the LH rise was annotated in the first two syllables of the AP. The phrasal L1 tone of the LH rise was marked at the left boundary and left edge of the first content word, and the second L2 was placed within the second part of the AP. The pitch accent LH* was realized on the last syllable, or on the prenuclear syllable.

Within this context, the central questions addressed by our study are the following: (1) Is the valence of the news announcement anticipated in the phonological or phonetic characteristics of the voilà donc? We expect that the patterns associated with the functions of the discourse marker will be widely present, especially those associated with topic conclusion (HL*) and strong topic conclusion (LHiL*). If the valence of the news does influence the choice of pattern, we should find more instances of LHiL* on voilà donc preceding emotional news (either negative or positive) than neutral ones, as this pattern has been linked in the literature with the idea of "emotional implication". Patterns could be part of an AP, ip or IP. We also consider the possibility that voilà donc will be considered as two different elements needing two different prosodic units. As for phonetic correlates, we expect higher f0 values for high targets and a larger pitch range when the speaker announces positive news[16]. In contrast we expect speakers forecasting negative news to use a lower pitch range and produce high targets with a lower peak f0 as compared to positive news.

2. Method

Participants

Fifteen native French female speakers (mean age = 38 y.o., SD = 6.5) were recruited for the main study. Each participant provided written consent and was compensated 10 euros. The local ethics committee at Aix-Marseille University approved the study.

Materials and procedure

The materials for the study included 36 written scenarios involving news announcements. The scenarios were grouped into 12 contexts, with three matched valence types for each context: positive, negative, or neutral news (12 contexts x 3 valences). The condition for neutral valence was included for comparison purpose. All scenarios concerned everyday news drawn from professional and institutional contexts. The announcer’s field of work varied (veterinarian, steward, teacher…). An example of scenario is illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1: Example of a recorded scenario with news announcements displayed by valence type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PREFACE</th>
<th>Discourse Markers</th>
<th>ANNOUNCEMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I’m calling about your flight tonight (Je vous appelle au sujet de votre vol de ce soir)</td>
<td>yeah so (voilà donc)</td>
<td>Neutral news</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boarding has been moved from Gate 1 to Gate 4 (L’embarquement aura lieu en porte 1 et non en porte 4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We can offer you to upgrade you to first class, with the same price (Nous vous offrons une place en première classe, au même prix)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Positive news</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It’s canceled and we won’t find a new one today (Il a été annulé et nous ne pouvons pas vous en proposer un autre aujourd’hui)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Negative news</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Analyses

In total, 540 observations (12 scenarios x 3 valences x 15 speakers) were obtained. Two items were excluded due to mispronunciation of the item texts. The items were transcribed semi-automatically at the word and phone level using SPPAS [17]. Subsequently, we annotated manually the phonological patterns of *voilà donc* in Praat [18]. Our transcription protocol is close to French ToBI [19] but adheres more closely to the inventory proposed by [20]and [21]. The prosodic annotation included two tiers, one for the tones and one for the boundaries. Boundaries were annotated at three phrase levels: the Intonational Phrase (IP), the intermediate phrase (ip) and the Accentual Phrase (AP). Occasionally, *voilà donc* was realized in two prosodic units (one on *voila* and one on *donce*) The most recurrent pattern was *voilà donc* uttered in a single unit (either one AP, or one IP containing one AP), and these are the ones we focus on in this article.

For the phonological analyses, we considered the four patterns that reached the threshold of making up at least 5% of all collected trials. We ran one logit model (GLM) for each of the four most frequent patterns. We tested for presence vs. absence of the patterns in the items [20]. For each phonological pattern, we tested the effect of the VALENCE of the upcoming news (positive, negative, neutral). The model includes, in addition to a random intercept for SPEAKER, a random slope in VALENCE. For the phonetic analyses, we ran linear mixed models. The models were used to analyze the effects of the valence of the news on the f0 maximum of the Hi targets (either H1 or H*) and on the f0 range (f0 max – f0 min) calculated on the time span of the *voilà donc*. The linear mixed models tested the effect of VALENCE (negative/positive /neutral) on phonetic correlates (f0 at the high targets and pitch range). SPEAKER and ITEM were included as random intercepts, with by-speaker random slopes for VALENCE. Statistical analyses were realized using R [21] and the lme4 package[22].

3. Results

Phonological data

Most of the *voilà donc* in the corpus were uttered as a single prosodic phrase (426 out of 538 items). Table 1 shows the repartition of those most frequent patterns across all items.

Table 1: Presence of the patterns in the corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HiL*</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1HiL*</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HiL2H*</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HiL%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1L2H*</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1HiL2H*</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the occurrence of the four most recurrent phonological patterns across the valence of the upcoming news. As it can be seen, they are distributed evenly across the three valence conditions. Neither the difference between the negative and the positive valence (β = 0.0, SE = 0.0, t = 0.26, p = 0.79), nor the one between the negative and the neutral valence (β = 0.2, SE = 0, t = 1.7, p = 0.24) were significant. Thus, phonology doesn’t seem to be used in discourse markers preceding announcements to convey emotional valence.

Table 2: Occurrence of the more frequent patterns of *voilà donc* across the three news’ valences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Negative</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HiL*</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1HiL*</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HiL2H*</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HiL%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phonetic data

As shown in Figure 3, valence has an effect on the f0 of high targets realized within the *voilà donc*, in that f0 is higher overall in the positive (β = 26.5, SE = 5, t = 5.36, p < 0.001) and neutral (β = 17.2, SE = 5, t = 3.46, p < 0.01) conditions as compared to the negative condition. There was no difference between the height of high targets in positive versus negative news.

![Figure 3: High Targets (Hz) by valence of the news](image)

As shown in Figure 4, valence has a significant effect on the f0 of pitch range in that f0 is larger in the positive (β = 17.2, SE = 5, t = 3.4, p < 0.01) condition as compared to the negative.

We also observed phonetic variation in the production of *voilà donc* when looking at the phonetic variation for each of the four most frequent phonological patterns. We found that the direction of the effects is confirmed for the four patterns, but the phonetic variable affected by valence differ depending on the specific pattern. For phonetic data in HiL* and HiL% patterns, valence has a significant effect on the f0 of high targets.
in that f0 is higher in the positive news as compared to the negative news ($\beta = 0.0$, SE = 0.0 t = 2.43, $p < 0.05$ ; $\beta = 0.2$, SE = 0.0 t = 6.91, $p < 0.001$), and has also a significant effect in the neutral news compared to negative news for HiL% ($\beta = 0.1$, SE = 0.0 t = 4.92, $p < 0.001$). In LHiL* pattern, valence has a significant effect on the f0 of pitch range, which is wider in the positive and neutral news conditions as compared to the negative news ($\beta = 0.2$, SE = 0.1, t = 2.37, $p < 0.05$; $\beta = 0.3$, SE = 0.1, t = 3.32, $p < 0.01$). These observations are similar to the ones found across all patterns.

4. Discussion

The goal of this study was to investigate whether voilà donc carries prosodic cues to the emotional valence of upcoming news, along with its usual discourse functions, when placed between the preface and the announcement of the news. To answer this question, we created and recorded a set of 36 voicemail-like messages of news announcements. We found that the phonetic realization of voilà donc is different depending on the valence of the upcoming news. At the phonological level, there was substantial variability in the phonological patterns employed on voilà donc, but their use did not relate to the emotional valence of the news. In particular, the four most recurrent patterns produced on voilà donc were HiL*, LHiL*, HiLH* and HiL%.

The variability in the choice of the phonological patterns might be linked to the multiple discourse functions conveyed by voilà donc. HiL* and HiL% could be linked to the function of ‘topic conclusion’ already found for the discourse marker voilà [10]; similarly, LHiL* could be linked to stronger topic conclusion [10][11][12]. Indeed, topic conclusion is coherent with the placement of voilà donc at the end of the preface. HiLH* pattern was not expected, because it didn’t correspond to any of the previous phonological descriptions associated to the functions of voila and donc. A possible explanation for the occurrence of the early rise (L)Hi in the HiLH* pattern could be due to a need of highlighting the discourse marker [10]. The late rise LH* in the HiLH* pattern corresponds to the continuation rise described in the literature on French intonation [23][24]. The use of a LH* continuation rise appears coherent with the action organization function found by [12] in a corpus study of mediatic interactions. It allows transition from the previous action of prefacing to the following action of announcing the news.

LH*, which has been traditionally linked in the literature to persuasion function [10], was found in very small quantities in our corpus. At the first impressionistic observations, this LH* does not seem to be linked to persuasion, but rather to the continuation rise.

The essential discourse structuring function of discourse markers described above could explain the absence of a link between emotional valence and phonology, as it seems that structuring discourse has been preferred over the projection of emotional cues. However, our results show phonetic variations in the production of voilà donc depending on the valence of the upcoming news. High targets (Hi or H*) had higher f0 values when the voilà donc preceded the announcement of a positive or neutral news as compared to negative news. Similarly, the pitch range on voilà donc was larger before positive news. This is in line with literature on vocal expressions of emotions [4][5] showing that emotions with higher arousal and positive valence (such as joy) are expressed with higher f0 mean and larger pitch range than emotions with lower arousal and negative valence (such as sadness).

We also looked at phonetic variation on a subset of the corpus, within each of the four most frequent phonological patterns. This analysis was done to evaluate whether the valence effects on f0 varied depending on the phonological pattern employed. We found differences in the sensitivity of the phonetic correlates to the valence of the news depending on the pattern. For two patterns (HiL* and HiL%), the height of f0 in the high targets on voilà donc was more sensitive to valence conditions. On the other hand, for LHiL*, pitch range was more sensitive, in that it was larger in contexts of positive and neutral news compared to negative news. It would be interesting in future analysis to explore the magnitude and direction of these effects as a function of the choice of a specific phonological pattern.

Results concerning the scaling of the high targets produced on voilà donc before neutral news were unexpected. Previous studies have shown that neutral prosody can be confused with sad prosody, which is a negative valence emotion[25]. It has also been shown that emotions with low arousal are more likely to be confused with neutral prosody [26][27]. However, in our corpus the characteristics of the prosody of voilà donc in neutral valence news are closer to the ones found in positive valence news. A reason for this divergence could be that neither of the neutral or positive news can be considered a dispreferred action. The need to project emotional valence in those contexts could be less important for speakers than in negative news announcements.

5. Conclusion

Our study focused on the discourse markers placed between the announcement of news and their preface. Our aim was to assess whether phonology and phonetics convey emotional cues on tiny parts of the discourse usually studied for their structural use. We found that discourse markers do not seem to bear emotional cues in the construction of the phonological patterns, but phonetic variations inside of the patterns add nuance to their meaning. In the future, looking at the prefaces could allow to verify whether the absence of link between phonology and discourse markers was inherent to their function.
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